Abstract-This paper presents analytical tools aimed at improving and simplifying the development of frequency-controlled dimming electronic ballasts. A modified phasor transformation is proposed that converts a frequency-modulated signal into an equivalent time-varying phasor. The proposed transformation is applied to develop a complete small-signal phasor model of the LCC resonant ballast, which explicitly models the effect of the frequency modulation on the envelopes of the outputs. A Spice-compatible implementation of the model is presented that facilitates ac analysis of the ballast in addition to envelope transient simulation, and is verified through comparison of experimental and simulation results. A closed-form solution of the control-to-output current transfer function for the ballast-resistor system is presented, along with key observations of the pole locations and low-frequency gain that facilitate simple and intuitive compensator design. The effects of lamp dynamics on the controller design are discussed, followed by a design example for the feedback controller.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH THE growing demand for more intelligent and universal lighting products, there exists a significant need for improved analytical tools for the development of lighting electronic ballasts. This paper presents tools for analyzing the dynamic behavior of frequency-controlled dimming fluorescent ballasts, which aid the design of feedback controllers and give an intuitive understanding of the effects of component and load changes on the loop stability.
In many dimming ballast designs, a simple low-frequency (LF) feedback loop is employed to stabilize the lamp current and improve the crest factor. In practice, oscillations are frequently observed at low power levels, requiring additional design iterations and more complex feedback control. To predict and compensate for these phenomena, dynamic analysis of the control-to-output characteristics is needed. As shown in Fig. 1 , the control input can be bus voltage variation (amplitude modulation, AM) or frequency variation (frequency modulation, FM), and the desired output is the resulting envelope variation in the lamp current. These issues were investigated and modeled using a time-varying phasor transformation in [1] for the special case of operation at resonance with AM, and in [2] , [3] a Spice model was developed using the phasor transformation to enable envelope transient simulation of AM and phase modulation (PM).
In [3] , ac analysis was also performed by repeating the timedomain transient analysis at different modulating frequencies. Although this approach has been successfully applied to ac analysis of a given system, it is inconvenient and does not provide design-oriented insight into the system's dynamics. To facilitate ac analysis, a small-signal model is needed to account for the effects of modulation inputs (AM, FM, and PM) on the envelope variations of studied signals.
This paper focuses on small-signal analysis of the envelope behavior in frequency-controlled ballast systems. In Section II, a modified phasor transformation that converts an FM signal into an equivalent phasor is first proposed and then applied to derive the complete small-signal phasor model of the frequency-controlled dimming ballast. The resulting model explicitly shows the effects of frequency modulation on the envelopes of the output current/voltage. In Section III a Spice-compatible smallsignal model is developed for Spice ac analysis and is verified by experimental measurements. Section IV gives a closed-form solution of the frequency-to-output current transfer function of the small-signal ballast model with the resistive load, along with key observations of the pole locations and LF gain that facilitate simple and intuitive analysis of the transfer function. The effects of the negative incremental impedance of the fluorescent lamp [1] on the dynamics of the studied LCC ballast system are discussed in Section V. Section VI presents a feedback controller design example. The conclusions are summarized in Section VII.
II. MODIFIED PHASOR TRANSFORMATION AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE FREQUENCY-CONTROLLED BALLAST
The object in performing the phasor transformation is to remove the switching frequency components of the sinusoidal waveforms and analyze the dynamics of the signal envelopes. For the typical half-bridge ballast, the sinusoidal approximation can be applied as long as the converter operates near resonance with high factor [4] . The transformation approach was first proposed in [5] , where a sinusoidal signal can be represented by a complex phasor (1) where is the time-varying phasor corresponding to . As shown below, this transformation approach gives good physical meaning of small-signal modeling for amplitude modulation, where the switching frequency is constant, but not for frequency modulation where is time varying. To see this, consider an amplitude-modulated signal represented as (2) where is a constant representing the initial phase angle. Applying the transformation defined in (1), the resulting time-varying phasor is (3) From (3), we can see that small variations in models small variations in the amplitude of . Then a small-signal time-invariant phasor model can be derived. It can also be seen that if the time-domain waveform is with constant magnitude, the resulting phasor is constant. This is in accordance with the conception of the conventional phasor: the phasor represents the magnitude (or envelope) of the time-domain rotating waveform, hence it is desired that constant phasor represents constant magnitude while time-varying phasor represents time-varying magnitude.
However, for the frequency-modulated input applied to a resonant tank, the outputs are frequency as well as amplitude modulated in the form of (4) where is the frequency modulating signal and the initial phase angle is assumed to be zero for simplicity. Under the definition of (1), the equivalent time-varying phasor is (5) As we can see in (5), the phasor now models the magnitude variations as well as the frequency variations. Hence, even if the time-domain FM waveform is with constant magnitude (for instance, an FM input applied to a pure resistive network), the resulting phasor is still time varying due to the frequency modulation, which is in contrast to the intuitive understanding of the physical meaning of the phasor. To accommodate frequency modulation, we propose a modified phasor transformation of the form (6) where is the instantaneous frequency. This proposed new approach is good for small-signal modeling when contains both amplitude and frequency modulations. Under this modified definition, the transformation of (4) is (7) Small variations in only model small variations in the amplitude of , and the constant-magnitude FM waveform is modeled by a constant phasor, which is similar to the AM case.
By applying (6) to the basic circuit element equations, we can get the large-signal phasor models for these circuit elements as shown in Fig. 2 . As an example, we apply (6) to the differential equation of the inductor to demonstrate how to get the phasor model. The equation of the inductor is
The phasor transformations of current and voltage are
Upon application of (9) to (8), the phasor equation for the inductor is obtained (10) Equation (10) can be converted to a circuit model as an inductor in series with an imaginary resistor, as shown in Fig. 2 . Through a similar approach, the large-signal phasor models for an FM voltage source, resistor and capacitor can also be obtained. These models are similar to those in [5] , except that here the imaginary resistors can be time varying.
To derive the small-signal phasor models, we need to perturb and linearize the large-signal phasor models. With the assumption that then, the small-signal phasor model for the inductor is obtained as (11) The equivalent circuit model for (11) is shown in Fig. 2 , which is an inductor in series with a constant imaginary resistor and a frequency-controlled voltage source. Similarly, the small-signal phasor models for other circuit elements can be derived. They are also shown in Fig. 2 .
The phasor model of any resonant topology can then be found by simply replacing the basic elements according to Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the small-signal phasor model for a typical LCC resonant ballast with the lamp initially modeled as a resistor.
It is notable that in the small-signal phasor model shown in Fig. 3 , the effect of frequency modulation on the resonant tank is explicitly modeled as dependent sources that are associated with each reactive element (voltage source with inductor and current source with capacitor). These dependent sources alter the output phasors, resulting in amplitude modulation of the time-domain signals. Hence, the FM input, after passing through the reactive network, is converted to an AM/FM output.
Once the phasor of any signal is obtained by solving the phasor model, the original signal envelope can be recovered by finding the magnitude of the phasor [2] , [3] (12) where and are the real and imaginary part of , respectively.
By perturbing and linearizing (12), we can find the smallsignal variation of the envelope as (13) where , , and are steady-state values of the real part, imaginary part and magnitude of the phasor, and and are the small-signal components of the real and imaginary part of the phasor, respectively. 
III. SPICE-COMPATIBLE MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
Owing to the existence of imaginary resistors, the model in Fig. 3 cannot be directly realized in a Spice-compatible simulator. However, by use of the same approach presented in [2] , this complex circuit can be split into real and imaginary parts, as shown in Fig. 4 , and implemented in a Spice simulator for transient and ac analysis. The model in Fig. 4 can also be implemented in Spice for ac analysis to find any transfer function corresponding to input voltage ( ) or frequency ( or ). Then, the simulation results can be compared with the measurements. Fig. 6 shows the experimental setup for the measurement of the transfer function of frequency-to-output current. The voltage-controlled os- The input filter of the network analyzer filters all the high-frequency (HF) components in and only the component with the modulating frequency is measured. Hence, the measured transfer function is proportional to the transfer function from frequency to output current envelope . Fig. 7 compares PSpice simulation and experimental results of the frequency-to-output current transfer function with kHz, and kHz V. It can be seen that the simulation result is in good agreement with the measurement.
In the discussion above, the simulation and experimental results are found based on the resistive load in order to verify the theoretical phasor model for the ballast. To model the dynamic envelope behavior of the ballast-fluorescent lamp system, the lamp model should be incorporated into the ballast model using the approach similar to [3] , as shown in Fig. 8 . The lamp model shown in Fig. 8 is similar to the one in [3] except that the polynomial curve fitting is replaced by the exponential function. The simulation and experimental results are compared in 
IV. ANALYSIS
The Spice models of Section III facilitate ac simulation of dimming ballasts, but still lack intuitive aids useful for the development of ballast systems. In this section, we highlight a few key observations from the theoretical analysis that give a more intuitive feel for the system operation.
By combining the reactive elements with their corresponding imaginary resistors in Fig. 3 , we can find that in the domain, the resulting small-signal model topology is similar to that of the original LCC resonant tank except that replaces . The similarity in the topology means that the small-signal model in Fig. 3 has the same denominator as the resonant tank except that the variable is replaced by . Upon solving the model in Fig. 3 , the transfer function from frequency to output current phasor can be manipulated into the following closed form:
(15) 
Then, according to (13), the transfer function from frequency to output current envelope can be expressed as (18) where and are the steady-state real and imaginary part of the output current phasor, respectively.
Although the resulting closed-form solution is an intimidating sixth-order transfer function, when put in the form of (15) and (18), it can be seen that the poles of the system are simply the poles of the original LCC tank shifted up and down by . The pole diagram for a typical LCC ballast is shown in Fig. 10 , where "*" represents the poles of the LCC resonant tank, and " " represents the poles of the small-signal model. As the ballast is generally operated near and above the resonant frequency, this creates a pair of complex poles at low frequency ( in Fig. 10) , which dominate the open-loop response over the bandwidth of a typical feedback controller. From Fig. 10 , can determined as (19) where and are the resonant frequency and quality factor of the resonant tank. Approximately, if the ballast operates with high -factor, can be estimated as . This approximation is in agreement with the argument in [6] . Other HF poles, in general, can be ignored from the controller design point of view.
The LF gain of the transfer function can also be determined from the closed-form solution, although it may be even simpler to determine the LF gain directly from the steady-state solution of the ballast by finding the slope of the curve of output current magnitude vs. switching frequency evaluated at the quiescent operating frequency, as shown in Fig. 11 for the LCC ballast (20)
V. EFFECTS OF THE FLUORESCENT LAMP DYNAMICS ON THE SYSTEM DYNAMICS
As the analysis presented in Section IV is based on the resistive load, for more accurate results, the dynamics of the fluorescent lamp should be taken into account to obtain the complete dynamics of the ballast system. As seen by comparing Figs. 7 and 9, the dynamics of the lamp have a negligible effect on the system dynamics at high power levels, which is a key assumption in most nondimming ballast designs. However, as seen in Fig. 12(a) , the actual transfer function with a lamp load can deviate significantly from the resistive load assumption at low dimming levels. For the LCC ballast system being measured, it can be seen that an additional LF pole/zero pair come into the transfer function with the fluorescent lamp load, which alter the LF gain and phase shift and complicate the controller requirements. We believe that the increased effects of the lamp on the system at low dimming levels can be intuitively understood by noting the significantly reduced output impedance of the ballast and increased effective impedance of the lamp. It should be noted that the deviation between measurement and simulation is more pronounced at low dimming levels (compare Figs. 9 and 12(a)) due to nonidealities of the lamp model, which can be seen by comparing the simulated and measured incremental impedance of the fluorescent lamp in Fig. 12(b) . To obtain more accurate simulation results, a higher order lamp model and more complicated curve fitting could be used.
In order to account for the dynamics of the lamp analytically, a small-signal phasor model of the lamp would need to be developed to replace the resistive load in Fig. 3 , which could then be solved and manipulated into the forms similar to (11) and (12). While this may be included in our future work, at this point it appears that such an exercise will result in a transfer function that can only be solved numerically, providing little insight into the system operation.
Although we do not yet have complete closed-form expression for the transfer functions when the dynamics of the fluorescent lamp are taken into consideration, we can make a few key observations from the simulations and measurements regarding the effects of the lamp on the dynamics of this LCC ballast topology (Fig. 6 ) at low dimming levels.
• The LF pole and zero in the transfer function nearly match the zero and pole in the incremental impedance of the fluorescent lamp, respectively. • The lamp mainly affects the system dynamics in the LF range. For HF perturbation, the lamp behaves essentially like a pure resistor. Based on the above results, we can define a suitable feedback controller design procedure for the dimming LCC ballast as follows.
1) Determine the LF gain and the frequency of the double poles of the frequency-to-output current transfer function from the phasor ballast model (with equivalent resistive load). Step response of the lamp current at low dimming levels with the integral compensator.
2) Select the crossover frequency well below the frequency of the double poles. 3) Determine the magnitude and phase effects of the lamp on the system at low dimming levels from the simple measurement of incremental impedance of the fluorescent lamp. 4) Design the compensator to achieve high LF gain, desired crossover frequency and phase margin.
VI. FEEDBACK CONTROLLER DESIGN EXAMPLE
In this section, we present a design example of the feedback controller for the LCC ballast shown in Fig. 13 with GE Biax 26-W CFL according to the dynamic analysis and discussion in the previous sections.
A typical compensator is the simple integrator as
with Hz to achieve high LF gain and desired crossover frequency. This controller works well at high power levels, but some oscillation may occur at low dimming levels as shown in Fig. 14 , where the lamp power is stepped from 30% to 15% of full power. Step response of the lamp current at low dimming levels with the improved compensator.
By following the procedure in the previous section, we can easily design a new compensator to obtain better performance. 1) From the phasor model, we know the LF gain of the frequency-to-output current transfer function (with the gains of the VCO and current sensor) is below dB and the frequency of the double pole is above 10 kHz. 2) Select the crossover frequency around 1 kHz for full power operation.
3) The zero and pole of the incremental impedance of the lamp are about l and 10 kHz, respectively, and the gain difference between LF and HF is about dB. 4) From the information given by step 1-3, we can choose the compensator as the following form:
with Hz, Hz, Hz. Fig. 15 shows the step response of lamp current (from 80 to 30 mA in peak value) for this improved design at low dimming levels (from 30% to 15% of the full power). It can be seen that the system is stable as predicted.
VII. CONCLUSION
Studies of the dynamic behavior of the envelope signals in resonant tanks are important for the development ballasts in electronic lighting systems. For dimming ballasts, frequency control is a significant case. In this paper, analytical tools are presented that are useful for small-signal analysis of frequency-controlled dimming electronic ballasts and development of feedback compensation networks.
A small-signal phasor model is presented for ac analysis of the effects of the frequency modulation on the lamp current envelope based on a modified phasor transformation by converting an FM signal into an equivalent time-varying phasor. The good agreement between the simulation results and measurements shows that this model can accurately predict the envelope dynamics. To aid development, key observations are presented that give intuitive analytical results on the LF gain and pole locations of the control-to-output current transfer function for the ballast-resistor system. The effects of the incremental impedance of the fluorescent lamp on the LCC ballast system dynamics at low dimming levels are also discussed. Based on these analytic and experimental results, a feedback controller design procedure for the studied LCC ballast system is proposed and a design example is given. The good experimental results verify the design procedure even at very low dimming levels.
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